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Once you start praying the warfare prayers, you begin to recognize the need to pray without
ceasing. When under heavy spiritual attack, there often is not time to pray through a huge
list. The Lord introduced the idea of short hand prayers, which is a simplification of many prayers
into a short grouping of words. God honors these macros, and it is important to understand and
apply them if you want to go to the furtherst level possible in your spiritual warfare.
A shorthand prayer is like a "macro," or if you are familiar with Photoshop, it is like a Photoshop
action. You click "play" on the item and the program runs through the list of defined actions. We
can do this very successfully through prayer. This requires a lot of faith. Ask God to help you
move to this level of prayer. It is still very valuable to pray the individual prayers when you have
time, but rely on the Macros in time-sensitive situations, and pray without ceasing.
Here is an example. The prayer, "Simplified warfare prayer to address most satanic devices. " is
fairly concise for the amount of topics it covers, but it still takes a while to pray the entire prayer.
Let's make a macro to simplify this prayer.
If you are driving down the freeway or moving around a crowded place and you start to get a
panic attack, or have sudden health attacks, it is not practical to pray a full page prayer.
Necessity is the mother of invention, and this is why we need prayer macros.
We can simplify the "defense" section into a single macro, and call it "defense."
We can simplify the "attack" section into a single macro, and call it "attack."
We can do the same thing for "restoration" and "withdrawing evil power" and "removing
defilement."
Now, lets pray the "simplified warfare prayer" much more quickly.
"Defense, attack, restoration, withdrawing evil power, removing defilement" for me, person A,
person B, and person C."
God will honor this prayer.
Now lets go a step further and combine all those into a single group. This macro will encompass
all the parts. It is simply going to be called "simplified warfare prayer."
Let's apply and pray this new, simpler macro. "simplified warfare prayer for me, person A, person
B, and person C."
Now let's go a step further. Let's reduce it even more. We will make a shorthand for the prayer
that is simply called "simplified."
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Now let's apply and pray the even simpler macro. "simplified prayer for me, person A, person B,
and person C."
You can call them whatever you want, it is between you and the Lord. Make a document that
states each macro that you make and have a copy somewhere near you. This is you spiritual
"legal" document to justify your prayer macro before heaven and the spirit world.

Defining prayer macros.
1. Simplified (Macro) - the contents of the Simplified warfare prayer.
2. Infinity (Macro)
Time - Infinity forwards to eternity and backwards to the beginning in time. <- Infinity ->
Why do we need the infinity macro? Because satanic powers appear to have the ability to
manipulate time, and this will cover that area, since the most high God is omnipotent and is the
God of time and space.
3. No dodge (Macro)
Everyone who is dodging the arrows of my prayer, you shall dodge no longer.
Why do we need the no doge macro? Some of Satan's agents are good at evading our prayer
attacks. This will help you hit those dodging targets. Make sure to pray this when you do not
seem to get the relief you need.
4. Backfire (Macro)
I attack (macro) the attackers of my (target)
Why do we need the backfire macro? This is a most important macro. We do not only want to
attack the effects of the satanic attack on our body and star, we want to back fire and hit the
entities(s) that launched the attack so that they will not attack us again.
5. Repeat (Macro)
Repeat previously prayed macro or string of macros, including the targets.
Why do we need the Repeat macro? If you pray a long string or combination of prayers, then
repeat will allow you to simply say repeat over and over to re-apply the last prayer for speed and
simplification.
6. Satanic World (Macro)
Lay waste to all the works of the devil In and on the sun, the moon, the stars, the heavens, the
earth, under the earth, the people, the animals, and all of creation.
All satanic:
life support systems, food and water supplies, crops, cloning centers, hospitals, factories,
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manufacturing, communication centers, communication towers, cellular towers, cern, the lhc, and
all devices like it.
time traveling devices, portals, power plants, power storage, power cables, power lines, fuel
storage, fuel stations, batteries, technology, computers, quantum computer, ai devices
weapons, missiles, artillery, military installations. broadcasters, transmitters
works of the devil, storage facilities, satellites, drones, ships, planes, crafts satanic computers,
communications devices, phones, technology, lay lines and traveling routes in the air, land, sea,
under the earth, heavens, and in all of creation, launch pads, control towers, gates, Mystery
Babylon, The queen of heaven. Cube ships from Saturn, Satan. Lord, send mighty angels to cut
down every witchcraft power traveling in the air, land and sea.
Why do we need the Satanic World macro? Because Satan's kingdom is vast in the spirit realm
and exists inside and outside of our bodies, heavenly bodies, and it creation. If we are not
attacking it aggressivley, we will not achieve victory.
5. Prayer List (macro),
Record the contents of your long prayer list here (the people, places, and things that you pray for
daily)
6. High Priority Prayer items (macro)
This prayer list contains the people on your list who are in critical condition (ie., very sick, hurting,
compromised people).
Mom - arm, ear, nose, throat, abdomen
Dad - eyes
Brother - back
Mary - heart, blood, white blood cell count, body
Ken - back, shoulder, prostate
Mark - heart, brain, nervous system

Combining Prayer Macros and Usage Examples
The following prayer will apply the simplified (macro), add the infinity (macro), add no dodge
(macro), add backfire (macro) to address all contents of the list of high priority prayer items
(macro)
Example 1:
Simplified (macro) infinity (macro), no dodge (macro), backfire (macro), high priority prayer items
(macro)
This prayer macro will run the simplified macro to infinity to attack the satanic world in and
around the high priority prayer items list.
Example 2:
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Simplified (macro) to infinity (macro), no dodge (macro), backfire (macro), for the satanic world
(macro) in and around the high priority prayer items (macro)
Example 3: Pain in your body.
Simplified (macro) to infinity (macro) no dodge (macro), backfire (macro) to (location in body
where there is pain).
Example 4: Repeating the last action.
The repeat macro allows us to repeat the last prayer combination without having to pray the
chain. Now you can quickly repeat the string above with the words "repeat," "repeat," repeat,"
"repeat" until you get relief.

The importance of specific targeting
The more specific you can be in your targeting, the faster you will get help. Name the exact
location, if possible, of the problem, pain, or discomfort that you or the person you are praying for
is experiencing.
Example 1:
Step 1:
Simplified (macro) infinity (macro), no dodge (macro), backfire (macro), pain on top of head,
bottom right foot big toe.
Step 2:
Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. This will repeat step one. Pray repeat without ceasing until
you get relief.

Signs of bad things leaving
When pain and discomfort leaves your body, you know that you are on the right track. You may
experience gas, burps, yawns, sneezes, coughs, which are all signs of spirits leaving. If Satan is
serious about hurting you, he will continue to try to hit your weakest area, keep praying.

The final and most important step
It is critical to do this last step before you start using your prayer macros, or the prayer macros
will not work. The last step is to submit each one of your prayer macros to the Lord through
prayer.
Any time that you modify or update the prayers and the prayer macros, re-submit them to the
Lord through prayer. You do not need to read out the entire contents of the prayers, but
reference the written document and its contents and the macro name specifically. You might pray
something like this to establish the prayer macro in heaven:
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Dear Heavenly Father, I submit to you now these new prayer macros. (name each one
specifically). When I pray the words (macro name), I humbly request you to apply the larger
prayer macro contents continued in the prayer macro document.
Example:
For the prayer macro "simplified," I humbly request that you would apply the contents of the
"simplified warfare prayer to address most satanic devices." From now on, when I speak the
word "simplified," I trust in faith that you will apply the entire contents of that prayer to my
requested target. I ask this in Jesus' name, Amen.
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These prayers cover a lot of ground very quickly and address many of the doorways of spiritual attack.
Lord, please apply these prayers on behalf of myself, and ____, and every member of the body of Christ, especially those who
are under satanic attack and persecution.
Defense.
Lord, please forgive my sins and the sins in this environment. I stay in the strong tower which is the name of the Lord and I am
safe. I abide under the shadow of the Almighty. I take refuge in the fortress of my God. I dwell in the secret place of the Most
High. I enter the Holy of Holies by the blood of Jesus. Lord, wake up all of my human and divine helpers to remember and aid
me now. I remove all satanic legal ground against me with the Blood of Jesus. I close all entrances to Satanic invasion in and
around me and cover myself now with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The armor of God
The blood of Jesus
Ministering, warring, and guardian angels
A strong hedge and a wall of fire on every side.

Lord, please envelope this environment with the fire of God and station angels of fire to minister death to all evil on their
traveling routes.
Attack.
I bind and blind every evil spirit attacking me now. I activate now any spirit that will activate later to do me harm. I command the
sun, moon, stars, heavenlies, elements, wind, waters, earth, under the earth, and all of creation to war against my attackers. I
destroy all the protective coverings of the enemy protecting them against the Holy Spirit fire. I send the lightning, thunder, and
fire of God to every:
1. Third eye, mirror, crystal ball, monitoring device, drone, satellite, computer
2. Astral projector, astral altar, evil altar, high place, evil imagination, evil imaginers, evil thoughts, evil thinkers
3. Witch, warlock, sorcerer, magician, diviner, enchanter, satanist, occultist, summoner of my spirit, principality, power, ruler of
darkness
4. Introject spirit, familiar spirit, witchcraft spirit, arrow launcher
5. Spirits of control, fear, panic, confusion, lust, perversion, death, accident, tragedy, soul tie breakers, all evil spirits and
mouths speaking against me with satanic anointing, serpents, snakes, scorpions, the works of the devil, and all the power of the
enemy. Covens, witchcraft meetings, and satanic centers.
8. Witchcraft and demonic lay lines and traveling routes in the heavens, air, land, waters, and under the earth and all creation.
9. All evil contamination, poisons, marks, portals, chips, crystals, implants, inserts, occult technology in my body and
environment
that are monitoring and attacking me, those around me, and our stars, right now (when appropriate, name specific family
members, friends, etc.) in Jesus' name.
Restoration.
Higher power of God, please repair and restore:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Holy Spirit control and your will in my heart and mind
Every broken good soul tie
Every stolen virtue, goodness, and blessing
Battle aggression

To me and those around me. (when appropriate, name specific family members, friends, etc.).
Withdrawing evil power.
By the power in the blood of Jesus Christ, I break the power of and withdraw myself from every:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sacrifice, ritual, evil soul tie
Curse, hex, vex, spell, incantation
Charm, enchantment, magnetization, evil covenant, evil agreement, programming
Altar, pot, cauldron, shrine, cage, tree
Every part of my body, personal items, image and representations of me

employed against me and those around me, and return their effects to the sender, seven times seventy fold and bind it to them
with the blood of Jesus.
Removing defilement.
Blood of Jesus, flow back into every second of my existence and separate me from all darkness. I shake off every season of
frustration and failure. Every thought of failure in my heart be pulled down by fire, in Jesus' name. I cast every evil spirit in and
around my body and star that the Holy Spirit will allow, directly into the lake of fire.
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Systematically shut doorways of satanic attack in your life. Pray these prayers periodically throughout the
day for increased freedom from Satanic oppression. Pray them for your friends and family who are
experiencing difficulties and sickness. Pray them when you are under spiritual attack.
Repent.
1. Lord, please forgive my sins and the sins committed in and around my environment, in Jesus' name.
Evil eyes.
1. I bind and blind every evil spirit working against me now in Jesus' name. May all satanic mirrors,
crystal balls, and monitoring devices break and burn to ashes.
Casting out evil spirits.
1. I cast directly into the lake of fire now every evil spirit in and around me and my star that the Holy Spirit
will allow, in Jesus' name. I cast out every familiar spirit in me now in Jesus' name.
Holy Spirit control.
1. Holy Spirit, please take complete control over me and those around me, in Jesus' name.
Overriding Satan's program.
1. Lord, please replace Satan's program with your will in my heart and mind, and those around me, in
Jesus' name.
Restore broken soul ties.
1. Holy Spirit, please heal all broken soul ties between me and those around me in Jesus' name.
Battle aggression.
1. Lord, inject battle aggression into my spirit now. I cast out all spirits of fear, panic, and confusion, in
Jesus' name.
Witchcraft spirits.
1. Networks of household and environmental witchcraft, roast by the fire of God and burn to ashes, in
Jesus' name.
Holy Spirit fire.
1. Holy Spirit fire, please burn from the crown of my head to the soles of my feet and consume all
darkness in me. (Repeat 10 times or more).
Evil tongues.
1. Every tongue speaking against me with satanic anointing, receive the lighting, thunder, and fire of
God, in Jesus' name.
Arrows.
1. Every arrow from the sun, moon, and stars, release me, and locate your owner, in Jesus' name.
Heavenlies.
1. Every rod of affliction from the second heavens, break, in Jesus' name.
Representations.
1. Anything representing my image in the spirit world, I withdraw you, in the name of Jesus.
Altars.
1. I withdraw every part of my body and personal items from every evil altar, in Jesus' name.
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Curses.
1. In the name of Jesus, I break and loose myself from all evil curses, chains, spells, jinxes,
bewitchments, witchcraft and sorcery which may have been put upon me.
Summon of spirit.
1. Let every summon and summoner of my spirit now receive the lighting, thunder and fire of God and
burn to ashes, in Jesus' name.
Soul Ties.
1. Higher power of God, disconnect my life from all evil soul ties, in the name of Jesus.
Rituals.
1. I break the power of every evil ritual aimed at me. I disconnect myself from every cage, pot, and
cauldron now, in the name of Jesus.
Charms.
1. Every environmental charm and charmer, scatter, in the name of Jesus.
Triangular Powers (Sun, moon, and stars).
1. Thou triangular powers, reject the instructions of my enemies. I command the triangular powers to go
into war for me, in the name of Jesus.
Your star.
1. Every evil power observing, following, or attacking my star, receive the lightning, thunder, and fire of
God, in Jesus' name.
Recovering Lost Things.
1. I retrieve my stolen virtues, goodness and blessings, in the name of Jesus.
Programming.
1. Every evil thing programmed against my life, be wiped out by the blood of Jesus.
Angels.
1. Lord, please send angels inside to bind, hook, cut and pull every evil spirit out of me, in Jesus' name.
Overcoming.
1. I shake off every season of frustration and failure, in Jesus' name.
2. Where my enemies say I will not reach, I will reach there by the fire of God, in Jesus' name. (repeat
10 times or more)
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I have never been under a spiritual attack, what are you talking about?
Have you ever been sick, tired, frustrated, confused, in arguments, experienced defeats, moral failure,
and mental issues of anxiety, fear, panic, depression, despair, or voices? Most of these symptoms are
the result of spiritual attacks. The odds are extremely high that you have been and may currently be
under spiritual attack and do not realize it.
Identifying the most common doorways of satanic attack.
There are many warfare prayers that we can pray to obtain victory over spiritual attacks. Some prayers
are more effective than others. What we pray matters. A general prayer asking God to help you is not
nearly as effective as coming against the specific device that has been employed against you. It is
important to pinpoint as closely as possible what has been done against us and then pray specifically
against it.
Unfortunately, many people are ignorant of Satan's devices, so they have no idea how to pray against
them. This list contains some of the very specific essential elements that help give victory over satanic
attacks. Many of these prayers are credited to Dr. Olukoya. Out of the many volumes of prayer that he
has written, this short list has proven the most helpful to pray without ceasing during daily battling. There
is great value in praying through his other prayers when time permits to break off other spiritual
hindrances and gain more deliverance and spiritual freedom.
Why this list?
When coming under spiritual attack, we are afflicted by unseen forces. It is not always obvious from what
direction the attack is coming. This can allow spirits of panic and fear to drive us to make costly mistakes.
Often spiritual attacks may involve spirits of confusion, which can make it difficult to think clearly and pray
with discernment. In many cases, time is of the essence, and every moment lost puts us at a further
disadvantage.
Having a bullet list of trusted targeted prayers that you can quickly pull out of your pocket and refer to is
essential when thinking is clouded or health is compromised. Perhaps you are battling panic, a racing
heart, shortness of breath, or other attack on your health or mind. These are often symptoms of a
spiritual attack. These prayers give a tried and tested path forward to help dismantle whatever is
attacking you.
Keep a copy with you at all times.
It is a good idea to print copies of these prayers and keep them in your car, next to your bed, and at your
office. Carry them with you in your wallet or purse, especially when traveling in a car or flying on a plane.
Why? Because you never know when an attack will come, and Satan usually waits until you are not
prepared to handle one. If you come under attack, you can pull them out and start praying systematically
down the list. The odds are good that by the time you get to the last prayer, the battle will have turned in
your favor with God's help. If not, start from the top again and repeat until you get relief.
When to pray
When should we pray these prayers? If you are serving the Lord, praying these prayers daily will help
you tremendously. If you are a missionary, it is even more important to understand how the evil world is
working against you and how to counter their efforts, because you are working in enemy territory. If you
are coming under heavy attack, praying these prayers throughout the day periodically will help you to
continue moving forward. The best solution is to pray these prayers like clockwork, periodically
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throughout the day, perhaps every hour or every several hours. Why should we pray periodically? If you
have an assignment on your life from Satan, the evil world is working against you around the clock. One
prayer session in the morning will not cover attacks launched after lunch. If you can pray them in accord
with others, that is even better, because of the multiplication of power factor when we pray and agree.
Pray over and over until victory is won.
You can, and should pray these prayers over and over until enemy attacks break and subside. This is
different than what Jesus warned about the heathen doing, praying with vain repetitions. These prayers
are not in vain, they are to the one true God. For example, if you are under attack, pray "Every tongue
speaking against me with satanic anointing, receive the lighting, thunder, and fire of God, in Jesus' name"
until God has shut the mouth of the enemy up and the attack stops.
Memorize the prayers and pray without ceasing.
The best thing that you can do is memorize these prayer points and pray them without ceasing
throughout the day. For example, while you are getting ready in the morning, driving to work, etc., you
can pray these continuously. If you do not need prayer at the moment, why not pray them for those on
your prayer list, or the leaders of your government?
Understanding how the enemy works.
This list contains the minimum number of areas to successfully overcome most spiritual attack scenarios.
We do not always know what the dark kingdom has done to bring us under oppression, but these check
most of the boxes and will help to lift off the attack by taking into account many of the devices that the evil
world employs against Christians. Like a shotgun that scatters shot over a target, these prayers
systematically cover most of the bases that Satan employs to attack Christians. When you systematically
cover all of these bases, you will likely break the spiritual laws, rituals, incantations, and devices of the
witchcraft and satanic world that are oppressing you.
Praying these prayers for others.
If you wish to pray these prayers for others, then replace "my" and "me" with the desired prayer
recipients. If you know people who are sick, struggling with problems, or who are having a hard time,
praying through this whole list of prayers for them until they get breakthroughs will be much more
effective than praying a general prayer for God to help them. They are likely under satanic attack from
these exact same doorways that everyone else is.
Example original personal prayer - Holy Spirit, please heal all broken soul ties between me and those
around me in Jesus' name.
Example modifying to pray for others - Holy Spirit, please heal all broken soul ties between mom, dad,
brother and sister and those around them in Jesus' name.
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Identifying Satanic attacks.
Depending on the level of deliverance and freedom that you have attained, you my have warning signs
and indicators that you are under attack. People who are in deep darkness may not experience warning
signs, and this is a good reason to get as much deliverance as quickly as possible.
Arrows. Satanic and witchcraft arrows feel like small stinging darts, needles, or pin pricks hitting your
skin. They go right through clothing and shoes. If you feel this, do not ignore them and move on to other
things. Pray the prayer for arrows repeatedly for a while. Pray for a while to clear the effects of the
arrow. Be specific in your prayer. If the arrow hit the bottom of your left foot, pray, "every arrow from the
bottom of my left foot, backfire and hit your owner." Pray over and over again. You may burp, pass gas,
yawn, or have some other indication that the arrow has departed.
Bone chilling cold.
There is cold, and then there is witchcraft cold. Witchcraft, satanic cold is bone chilling and cuts through
you. It feels different than normal cold. When you experience this, pray through the prayer list, and then
focus on praying against Satanic tongues and rods of affliction coming from the second heaven. Pray
and continue repeating, "Every tongue speaking against me with satanic anointing, receive the lightning,
thunder, and fire of God."
Depression.
Depression is always a spirit, and it can be removed very easily through prayer. Ask God to remove the
dark cloud from you and fill you with his joy.
A racing heart.
Racing hearts can be an indication of evil spirits working in and around your heart. If this is the case, it is
important to pray through the list of prayers as quickly as possible to make sure that you have covered all
of the bases.
Shortness of breath.
Shortness of breath is often caused by evil spirits constricting your breathing.
Confusion, dizziness, and disorientation.
If you are walking around and are hit with a sudden feeling of confusion, dizziness, and disorientation and
light headedness, it often an indication of a spiritual attack.
Pain.
Many times, pain is created by the presence of evil spirits in the body. Pray for the Holy Spirit fire to burn
and consume the pain in whatever part of your body until you experience relief.
Headaches.
Headaches are frequently caused by demons. Demons have admitted to placing bands around the head
to create pressure.
Restless sleep.
Restless sleep is a good indication that spirits are in you and or in your room.
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Panic.
There are satanic spirits of fear and panic that can take control of the human body. God has not given us
a spirit of fear, so if you feel these emotions, Satan is working against you.
Voices.
Evil spirits have the ability to communicate with you in your mind. If you are their target, they may tell you
things to encourage you to sin, or to get you to fear. Be sensitive to the voices in your head, they are not
always originating from you or the Holy Spirit.
Lust.
If you suddenly feel a sense of lust, then those spirits have found their way into your body. Pressure in
the groin comes from lust spirits. Do not give in to the lust, instead, pray out the lust spirits, and the
pressure will immediately go away.
Visions of attacks.
If you have attained enough deliverance that you are operating in the spiritual gifts, then God may give
you a vision of an entity attacking you in your right eye. It may be a snake, a witch, or some other object.
Learn how to attack these entities using your mind.
Bites.
Many kind of bites are demonic. Spiritual scorpions can leave real physical pain and itching and burning
that will not go away without prayer.
Evil Thoughts.
Evil spirits will not think twice about suggesting sin to you. They might give you critical thoughts about the
people who care about you. They might suggest that you masturbate, look at pornography, or other
sexual sin. They might suggest that you hurt yourself. These are not your thoughts, they are the
thoughts of evil spirits, and can be removed through prayer.
Things moving around your body.
If you experience the sensation of repetitive twitching, jerks, and noises of things moving around your
body, it is a good indication that evil spirits are at work inside of you.
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Breakdown of each prayer category.
Repent. We repent because sin gives Satan legal ground and authority to operate in our lives. Even if
you think you have not sinned, there may be something that you are unaware of that is opening the door
to attack. At the outset of our prayers, take away any ground that Satan has to keep up the attack. If you
fail to do so, the following prayers may have no effect. Ask this important question, are you cooperating
with Satan in some area of you life?
Evil eyes. When you go into battle, the most effective thing to do is blind the enemy from moving and
seeing you. This will effectively slow down their attack and give you time to counter them through prayer.
Casting out evil spirits inside of you. We cannot pray to cast out every evil spirit in our system all at
once, but there are some spirits the Holy Spirit will allow us to cast out immediately, and we should take
advantage of those that He will permit removal of. Pray in faith trusting that the Holy Spirit will send these
spiritual serpents, snakes, and scorpions directly to the lake of fire.
Holy Spirit Control. One of the main ways that Satan controls the world is through witchcraft control
spirits. These control spirits are so prevalent that you and the people around you may be coming under
their control multiple times throughout the day without even realizing it. This is an important prayer to
pray periodically throughout the day, especially if you feel that you are about to loose control in areas that
you normally have control. If you are struggling with addictions, this is one of the most important prayers
to pray.
Overriding Satan's program. The evil world spends a great deal of effort to program evil into our lives.
It affects how we think and act. It is important to understand that even as a dedicated and praying
Christian, control spirits can override and take control over you mind, will, and emotions. Ask God to
replace Satan's program with his will for your life in you heart and mind.
Restore broken soul ties. One of the most powerful ways that Satan destroys good relationships,
friendships, families and other connections is to break good soul ties. Win Worley spoke of a soul tie
breaker spirit. This spirit seems to have grown in strength and power in our current times times. Be
sensitive to your feelings and take note when you feel the least bit agitated with your spouse or those
around you. Pray this prayer, and you will be amazed at how quickly you are back on track.
The soul tie breaking spirit is the reason for many broken relationships. Satan wants to attack your family
and support system. God can heal these broken soul ties almost instantly, and you will be amazed that
things are back on track again. Endless therapy sessions cannot repair broken soul ties, but God can.
The evil world may employ this against you multiple times a day if they are serious about destroying your
relationship. The soul tie breaker spirit and the control spirits seem to work in a coordinated fashion to
destroy relationships and get people to wound each other, saying things that will create more and more
problems for them.
Battle aggression. Where does courage come from? It comes from the Holy Spirit. God can put the
aggression in our spirit that we need to overcome serious spiritual battles. Satan would like to give you
spirits of fear and panic. When you are under serious spiritual attack, we need to ask God for help.
When you are sick, tired, and having trouble, your spirit needs battle aggression from the Lord to fight off
evil attacks.
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Witchcraft. When everything seems to be going wrong and you feel frustrated, irritated, and about to
explode, it is a good indication that witchcraft spirits are working against you.
Holy Spirit Fire. This is an important prayer to remove all darkness that has found its way into your body
and on your star. This prayer can improve many aspects including your health as you pray throughout
the day to purge your system and maintain good spiritual hygiene. If you are experiencing pain and
sharpness in any part of your body, then mention that area specifically in the prayer. "Holy Spirit fire,
please burn and consume all darkness in my upper right shoulder." Repeat until you feel better. The
same prayer can be employed if you feel things moving in your body, or gurgling and bubble sounds
moving around.
Evil tongues. This prayer will put to a halt all evil spirits who are raining satanic incantations against you.
Arrows. The occult world send arrows of affliction through spells and witchcraft to their Christian targets.
Heavenlies. This prayer will cover attacks coming from the principalities, powers, and rulers of darkness
coming against you from the heavenlies.
Representations. If witches or satanic agents are using your picture or representation of you to send
you curses, then this will nullify their power.
Altars. Satanic agents may be cursing a particular part of your body to bring about health problems.
This will remove their effects. If you are experiencing specific health problems, make sure to mention
those parts in this prayer. For example, if you have a cold, you might modify the prayer. "I withdraw
every part of my body, [ears, nose, and throat], and personal items from every evil altar, in Jesus' name."
Curses. It is important to break curses daily. If you suspect that there is a specific kind of curse working
against you, then pray against that (ie. confusion, forgetfulness).
Summon of Spirit. Witchcraft and satanic powers have the ability to summon your spirit and then do bad
things to it. Pray to shut this doorway of attack down.
Soul Ties. You may have picked up ungodly soul ties that are bringing affliction to your life that you are
unaware of. This will close the door to those doorways of attack.
Rituals. You never know what kind of ritual may have been done to hurt your destiny, relationship, or
career. Close this door.
Charms. Charms are another way the evil world can attack you. Deal with them specifically to close this
potential door of attack.
Triangular Powers. The evil world uses the sun, moon, and stars to attack God's people. The Bible
teaches us that we can command them. Take authority over them from the evil world. Read more about
them in Dr. Olukoya's book Triangular Powers.
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Your Star. Every person has a star and one of the ways that Satan attacks a person is through their
celestial body. Few Christians understand this, but once understood, you will be able to pray against evil
powers attacking your star. Read more about them in Dr. Olukoya's book Star Hunters.
Recovering Stolen Virtues. The evil world steals from you. Pray to reclaim your stolen property. If you
ever feel like something has gone wrong in your life and you cannot put your finger on it, it could be that
the satanic witchcraft world has compromised your virtues and goodness. Pray to recover it and you will
start to feel better within minutes.
Programming. The dark kingdom spends a lot of time programming evil into your life. Break their power
and close this door.
Angels. God will send his angels into your body to remove evil spirits if you ask him with the right heart
and spirit. Remember to ask in humility and offer thanks, praise, and appreciation. Give him the glory.
Burps, yawns, gas, coughs, and sneezes are all signs of evil spirits leaving.
Overcoming. The Bible teaches that life and death is in the tongue. Speak positive words over you life
to counter evil spoken against you.
Understanding how the evil world uses combinations of attacks to create their desired outcome.
If Satan truly wants to destroy your life, relationships, job, and destiny, then he will not stop at using only
one strategy against you. If he is serious about doing you harm, he will work from multiple avenues to try
to overwhelm you until you make a mistake, say hurtful words that will destroy a relationship, or get you to
give up ground.
One of the main ways that Satan engineers a multifaceted attacks on groups of people (families,
organizations, etc.) is the use of 1. control spirits 2. soul tie breaking spirits, 3. dedicating your virtues,
and 4. networks of witchcraft spirits that create bad feelings, emotions, accidents, and tragedies.
Overcoming Satan's control through prayer:
One of the primary areas that you can shut down Satan's attempts to destroy families is to pray for God to
take control and to repair any broken soul ties. This will remove the control spirits, and it will also repair
the broken soul ties. Any time you sense things are starting to go poorly in communications with you
family or people you are dealing with, begin to pray these prayers without ceasing until things improve.
Example Scenario 1: You are about to call your relatives.
Satan's plan: Satan would view this as an opportunity to sow strife and discord by breaking good soul
ties, and sending control spirits into all parties to alter the outcome of the situation.
Counter prayer strategy: To counter this, pray that the Holy Spirit would take control over you, and the
people you are calling, and repair all broken soul ties a few moments before you place the call. This will
go a long way to smoothing out troubled relationships. If the call starts to go poorly, pray silently during
the call to counter whatever the control and soul tie breaker spirits are attempting to accomplish.
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Example Scenario 2: You are about to have a meeting with co-workers.
Satan's plan: Satan would like to create as many problems in groups as possible. Suspicion, envy,
jealousy, strife, arguments, accusation, and lust.
Counter prayer strategy: Before and throughout the meeting you can pray without ceasing for God to
take control over everyone in the meeting and to repair all broken soul ties.

These principles are incredibly important for humanity as a whole to grasp, understand, and start to use
to avoid the self destruction that Satan seeks in all areas of life. Only with God's help can we overcome
spiritual evil.

The short version is on the following page. The short version with blanks for praying for others
follows. The last two pages contain tract size pocket versions, print these pages double sided.
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Essential Systematic Warfare Prayers
1. Lord, please forgive my sins and the sins committed in and around my environment, in Jesus' name.
2. I bind and blind every evil spirit working against me now in Jesus' name. May all satanic mirrors, crystal balls, and
monitoring devices break and burn to ashes.
3. I cast directly into the lake of fire now every evil spirit in and around me and my star that the Holy Spirit will allow,
in Jesus' name. I cast out every familiar spirit in me now in Jesus' name.
4. Holy Spirit, please take complete control over me and those around me, in Jesus' name.
5. Lord, please replace satan's programming with your will in my heart and mind, and those around me, in Jesus'
name.
6. Holy Spirit, please heal all broken soul ties between me and those around me in Jesus' name. Please repair all
that has gone wrong in the spirit.
7. Lord, inject battle aggression into my spirit now. I cast out all spirits of fear, panic, and confusion, in Jesus' name.
8. Networks of household and environmental witchcraft, roast by the fire of God and burn to ashes, in Jesus' name.
9. Holy Spirit fire, please burn from the crown of my head to the soles of my feet and consume all darkness in me.
(Repeat 10 times or more).
10. Every tongue speaking against me with satanic anointing, receive the lighting, thunder, and fire of God, in Jesus'
name.
11. Every arrow from the sun, moon, and stars, release me, and locate your owner, in Jesus' name.
12. Every rod of affliction from the second heavens, break, in Jesus' name.
13. Anything representing my image in the spirit world, I withdraw you, in the name of Jesus.
14. I withdraw every part of my body and personal items from every evil altar, in Jesus' name.
15. In the name of Jesus, I break and loose myself from all evil curses, chains, spells, jinxes, bewitchments,
witchcraft and sorcery which may have been put upon me.
16. Let every summon and summoner of my spirit now receive the lighting, thunder and fire of God and burn to
ashes, in Jesus' name.
17. Higher power of God, disconnect my life from all evil soul ties, in the name of Jesus.
18. I break the power of every evil ritual aimed at me. I disconnect myself from every cage, pot, and cauldron now, in
the name of Jesus.
19. Every environmental charm and charmer, scatter, in the name of Jesus.
20. Thou triangular powers, reject the instructions of my enemies. I command the triangular powers to go into war for
me, in the name of Jesus.
21. Every evil power observing, following, or attacking my star, receive the lightning, thunder, and fire of God, in
Jesus' name.
22. I retrieve my stolen virtues, goodness and blessings, in the name of Jesus.
23. Every evil thing programmed against my life, be wiped out by the blood of Jesus.
24. Lord, please send angels inside to bind, hook, cut and pull every evil spirit out of me, in Jesus' name.
25. I shake off every season of frustration and failure, in Jesus' name.
26. Where my enemies say I will not reach, I will reach there by the fire of God, in Jesus' name. (repeat 10 times or
more)
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Essential Systematic Warfare Prayers for Others (insert prayer recipients name in the blank)
1. Lord, please forgive __'s sins and the sins committed in and around their environment, in Jesus' name.
2. I bind and blind every evil spirit working against __ now in Jesus' name. May all satanic mirrors, crystal balls, and
monitoring devices break and burn to ashes.
3. I cast directly into the lake of fire now every evil spirit in and around __ and their star that the Holy Spirit will all ow,
in Jesus' name. I cast out every familiar spirit in them now in Jesus' name.
4. Holy Spirit, please take complete control over __ and those around them, in Jesus' name.
5. Lord, please replace satan's programming with your will in ___'s heart and mind, and those around them, in Jesus'
name.
6. Holy Spirit, please heal all broken soul ties between __ and those around them in Jesus' name. Please repair all
that has gone wrong in the spirit.
7. Lord, inject battle aggression into ___'s spirit now. I cast out all spirits of fear, panic, and confusion, in Jesus'
name.
8. Networks of household and environmental witchcraft around ___, roast by the fire of God and burn to ashes, in
Jesus' name.
9. Holy Spirit fire, please burn from the crown of ___'s head to the soles of their feet and consume all darkness in
them. (Repeat 10 times or more).
10. Every tongue speaking against ___ with satanic anointing, receive the lighting, thunder, and fire of God, in Jesus'
name.
11. Every arrow from the sun, moon, and stars, release ___, and locate your owner, in Jesus' name.
12. Every rod of affliction from the second heavens afflicting ___, break, in Jesus' name.
13. Anything representing ___'s image in the spirit world, I withdraw you, in the name of Jesus.
14. I withdraw every part of ___'s body and personal items from every evil altar, in Jesus' name.
15. In the name of Jesus, I break and loose ___ from all evil curses, chains, spells, jinxes, bewitchments, witchcraft
and sorcery which may have been put upon them.
16. Let every summon and summoner of ___'s spirit now receive the lighting, thunder and fire of God and burn to
ashes, in Jesus' name.
17. Higher power of God, disconnect ___'s life from all evil soul ties, in the name of Jesus.
18. I break the power of every evil ritual aimed at ___. I disconnect them from every cage, pot, and cauldron now in
the name of Jesus.
19. Every environmental charm and charmer, scatter, in the name of Jesus.
20. Thou triangular powers, reject the instructions of ___'s enemies. I command the triangular powers to go into war
for ___, in the name of Jesus.
21. Every evil power observing, following, or attacking ___'s star, receive the lightning, thunder, and fire of God, in
Jesus' name.
22. I retrieve ___'s stolen virtues, goodness and blessings for them, in the name of Jesus.
23. Every evil thing programmed against ___'s life, be wiped out by the blood of Jesus.
24. Lord, please send angels inside to bind, hook, cut and pull every evil spirit out of ___, in Jesus' name.
25. ___ shakes off every season of frustration and failure, in Jesus' name.
26. Where ___'s enemies say they will not reach, they will reach there by the fire of God, in Jesus' name. (repeat 10
times or more)
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Essential Systematic Warfare Prayers - p1 of 4
1. Lord, please forgive my sins and the sins committed in and around my environment, in
Jesus' name.
2. I bind and blind every evil spirit working against me now in Jesus' name. May all
satanic mirrors, crystal balls, and monitoring devices break and burn to ashes.
3. I cast directly into the lake of fire now every evil spirit in and around me and my star that
the Holy Spirit will allow, in Jesus' name. I cast out every familiar spirit in me now in
Jesus' name.
4. Holy Spirit, please take complete control over me and those around me, in Jesus'
name.
5. Lord, please replace satan's programming with your will in my heart and mind, and
those around me, in Jesus' name.
6. Holy Spirit, please heal all broken soul ties between me and those around me in Jesus'
name. Please repair all that has gone wrong in the spirit.
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13. Anything representing my image in the spirit world, I withdraw you, in the name of
Jesus.
14. I withdraw every part of my body and personal items from every evil altar, in Jesus'
name.
15. In the name of Jesus, I break and loose myself from all evil curses, chains, spells,
jinxes, bewitchments, witchcraft and sorcery which may have been put upon me.
16. Let every summon and summoner of my spirit now receive the lighting, thunder and
fire of God and burn to ashes, in Jesus' name.
17. Higher power of God, disconnect my life from all evil soul ties, in the name of Jesus.
18. I break the power of every evil ritual aimed at me. I disconnect myself from every cage,
pot, and cauldron now, in the name of Jesus.
19. Every environmental charm and charmer, scatter, in the name of Jesus.
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Essential Systematic Warfare Prayers - p2 of 4
7. Lord, inject battle aggression into my spirit now. I cast out all spirits of fear, panic, and
confusion, in Jesus' name.
8. Networks of household and environmental witchcraft, roast by the fire of God and burn
to ashes, in Jesus' name.
9. Holy Spirit fire, please burn from the crown of my head to the soles of my feet and
consume all darkness in me. (Repeat 10 times or more).
10. Every tongue speaking against me with satanic anointing, receive the lighting, thunder,
and fire of God, in Jesus' name.
11. Every arrow from the sun, moon, and stars, release me, and locate your owner, in
Jesus' name.
12. Every rod of affliction from the second heavens, break, in Jesus' name.
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20. Thou triangular powers, reject the instructions of my enemies. I command the
triangular powers to go into war for me, in the name of Jesus.
21. Every evil power observing, following, or attacking my star, receive the lightning,
thunder, and fire of God, in Jesus' name.
22. I retrieve my stolen virtues, goodness and blessings, in the name of Jesus.
23. Every evil thing programmed against my life, be wiped out by the blood of Jesus.
24. Lord, please send angels inside to bind, hook, cut and pull every evil spirit out of me,
in Jesus' name.
25. I shake off every season of frustration and failure, in Jesus' name.
26. Where my enemies say I will not reach, I will reach there by the fire of God, in Jesus'
name. (repeat 10 times or more)
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